Abstract In order to deal with the complexity of biological systems at the atomic level, limiting assumptions are often made which do not reflect the reality of the system under study. One example is the assumption that the entropy of binding of the macromolecule is not influenced significantly by the different ligands. Recent experimental data on ligands binding to HIV-1 protease challenge this assumption.
Introduction
What often appears trivial on first evaluation becomes more challenging as tacit assumptions are rejected, and the complexity of the problem is revealed in all its glory. During the past decades, I have progressed toward a more complete understanding of the complexities of molecular recognition by attempting to design ligands for protein binding sites. These ''lessons'' learned in the school of hard knocks might be of some benefit to those still on the road to harsh reality.
First, science is a game of successive approximations. Our current state of ''understanding'' is transient, and dogmas almost always require revision an/or refinement as our experiences increase. Reductionism has certainly proven a useful paradigm in science, but the complexity of biological systems requires a different mindset. Certainly, much of the underlying physics and chemistry of molecular recognition have been routinely minimized to force problems of molecular recognition within our paradigm/computer. The sins we have committed to tackle problems beyond our current understanding are many:
Sins of omission Earlier in molecular modeling, solvation was omitted as too computationally complex; later electrostatics were omitted as giving the wrong answers.
Sins of commission
Ignoring what has been demonstrated; monopole electrostatics cannot reproduce the electrostatic fields generated by quantum mechanics. Sins of arrogance Oversimplification as a means of confronting computational complexity-since we cannot generate the partition function for the configurations of water in solvation, we invent empirical, implicit solvent models to obtains the wrong answer quicker! Sins of ignorance Pretty pictures that support one's hypothesis are seductive, but rarely scientific. If it doesn't work on model systems where experimental data is available for validation, simply increase the size of the system; errors cancel, don't they. Sins of myopia Evolution optimizes rates of interactions in molecular systems rather than affinities. This fact makes the discipline of medicinal chemistry feasible. The concept of intelligent design is misleading, at least within our limiting ability to understand; evolution solves problems anyway it finds. We routinely use ''Occam's Razor'' to choose between alternative hypotheses. My experience suggests that Mother Nature never shaved with Occam's Razor. Evolution is not logical, but opportunistic! Virtual screening example Consider the usual results of virtual screening when a crystal structure of the therapeutic target is available. For those in the pharmaceutical industry, a validated hit rate of 25% for a lead in a therapeutic project is quite reasonable. For an academic, the implications are quite different. A signal-to-noise of 25% implies that something significant is missing from your virtualscreening algorithm. While the approach is valuable in practice, the limitations in both search and scoring have been well documented [1] .
Binding entropy DG = DH -TDS for the system, not just the subsystem that is convenient to consider.
A basic conundrum facing structure-based drug design has been the tacit assumption that the DG of binding is not influenced by modulating the binding entropy of the receptor (i.e. that TDS receptor is a constant). The consistent conformation of HIV-1 protease seen in hundreds of crystal structures of complexes with inhibitors (PIs) would be consistent with this interpretation. Mutants of HIV-1 protease modify their affinity for an inhibitor by directly changing the interactions between the inhibitor and the active-site residues, or alternatively, by changing the dynamic response of the protein to the inhibitor. Evolution can modulate the enzyme's affinities for PIs by changes either in DH, DS or a combination of both. In particular, changes in the DS receptor of the protease (Eq. 1), has been ignored as a means of impacting the affinity of an inhibitor. Modulation of the enzyme dynamics by mutation as a mechanism for resistance has been clearly demonstrated in recent EPR studies of HIV-1 protease interactions with a set of inhibitors in the Fanucci [2] [3] [4] and Kent [5] labs. In order to understand the significance of the DEER EPR studies used, a simplistic overview of this methodology follows. By incorporating a pair of spin labels at selected positions in a protein, the instantaneous distribution of distances between the spins can be determined by DEER EPR experiments on frozen samples. While two types of interactions occur in molecular systems with interacting electron spins: dipole-dipole interactions that dominate longer (15-80 Å ) distances are the objective of DEER experiments [6] .
Assuming that the distances between electrons is sufficient ([12Å ) that through-space dipolar interactions dominate, the isotropic-exchange coupling can be modeled approximately as a decaying exponential with inter-spin separation r, whereas the Hamiltonian for the dipolar coupling between point dipoles gives an r -3 dependence;
for a free electron g value the following equation gives the dipolar coupling frequency:
where h is the angle between the inter-spin and applied magnetic field vectors, m dd is given in MHz and r is measured in nm. By assuming that the spin label is rotationally averaging the relative orientation h of the two electron spin dipoles, the distance between spin dipoles is easily calculated by the formula above [7] . If, however, the ensemble of rotational conformers is not averaged as has been determined for some flexible SDSL nitroxide labels [6, 8] , then the angle h between the two electron-spin dipoles cannot be ignored, and significant errors in distance estimates can occur. The relative orientations of the dipoles must be considered in data collection, and analysis of the spectra as a function of the orientation of the sample in the applied magnetic field resolves the orientation issue [9] .
Time resolution versus NMR
Pulse DEER EPR experiments allow quantitative determination of the distribution of distances between two spin labels due to their time resolution [7, 10] ; this is in marked contrast to NMR where only the averaged distance of the conformer ensemble is determined. Characterizing structural dynamics with determination of distance distributions provides a much more stringent validation criterion by enabling direct comparison of experimental results with MD simulations. From measurement of the dipolar interaction between two spins, both distance and orientation between two paramagnetic centers in systems can be obtained [9] . In particular, the double electron-electron resonance (DEER) protocol using a pulse EPR spectrometer (Fig. 1) measures the strength of dipolar coupling between the two electron spins is proportional to 1/r 3 , where r is the interspin distance. By measuring the strength of the dipolar interaction between two spin probes, distances between 20 and 75 Å have been measured [6, 11] . Recently, this approach was used to measure population percentages for ensembles of flap conformations of HIV-1 protease when binding different inhibitors [3, 5, 12] , or the impact of protease mutations [2] using SDSL and DEER spectroscopy. Pulsed EPR measurements techniques have emerged as an essential tool in the study of macromolecular dynamics, changes in the ensemble populations of macromolecular conformers and as spectroscopic rulers [13] to determine the structure of complex assemblies of larger proteins [9] . DEER experiments provide precise distance constraints for model building of a set of dynamic conformers of the protease consistent with the experimental data [4] . One significant advantage of EPR doublespin experiments over similar NMR studies is the enhanced sensitivity due to the increased magnitude of the electron spin versus a nuclear spin resulting in the ability to measure longer distances (2-8 Å vs. 8-75 Å ) (Fig. 2) .
DEER distance distributions in HIV-1 protease
Galiano et al. [14] incorporated a SDSL label at K55C and used DEER EPR spectroscopy to determine the distance range between spin labeled 55/55 0 of conformations of the flap regions when binding a protease inhibitor. K55 was selected as a site within the flap region tolerant of amino acid substitution while retaining WT activity. Their DEER results characterized the range of flap conformation when uninhibited, showing distances that spanned 26-48 Å , indicative of a broad range of conformational states, i.e. entropically stabilized compared to the protease when inhibitor-bound. A Gaussian distance-distribution with an average distance of 35.5 Å and a width of 10 Å was obtained for the protease itself. Upon addition of ritonavir, the average distance shortened by 3 Å (to 32.6 Å ) and the distribution narrowed to 3.0 Å . This distribution breadth was interpreted to reflect spin-label disorder rather than backbone disorder, as it is known that backbone motions are restricted in the inhibitor-bound state. This width is in sharp contrast to the ±0.7 Å precision estimated in the Smythe et al. [15] paper using two conformational constrained TOAC spin labels. Thus, the inherent flexibility of the spin labels used in the SDSL approach clearly limits the precision of distance distributions obtained by DEER (Fig. 3) .
The original Galiano et al. study [16] was extended by Blackburn et al. [3] to measure the impact of 9 different HIV-1 protease inhibitors on the distribution of closed and open conformers of HIV-1 protease. No strong correlation was seen between the closed conformations and the values of K i for the inhibitors. A strong correlation was seen with the number of hydrogen bonds the inhibitors made in the complex. One caveat, these studies were done with the D25N mutation to inactivate the protease and inhibit autoproteolysis. This issue was subsequently addressed in the study by Torbeev et al. [5] that studied both the wildtype and the D25N enzyme. Regardless, the tacit assumption of structure-based design that the DS of binding of the protease is a constant, independent of inhibitor, has clearly been challenged, if not eliminated. The Fanucci group [2] has also characterized the impact of drug-selected mutations on ''flap'' conformations in the case of the V6 and MDR769 drug-resistance constructs as shown in Fig. 4 . Mutations that confer drug resistance obviously utilize allosteric effects on the dynamics of the enzyme to modulate binding affinities of PIs. Torbeev et al. [5] also incorporated SDSL labels at location Ile 50/50 0 of the HIV dimer by chemical synthesis. In complexes with three different inhibitors, MVT-101, JG365 and KVS-1, the distances between the two spin labels indicated an equilibrium between the closed form (flaps down) seen in crystal structures and two other forms with the flaps both open or one open-one closed that depended on the bound inhibitor. This study is fully consistent with the observations of Blackburn et al. [3] that clearly indicated that the dynamic equilibrium of the protease in solution is modulated by complex formation with inhibitors. The precision of the distance distributions, however, was again compromised by the flexibility of the SDSL labels as indicated by the width of the DEER peaks (Fig. 5) . Regardless of this technical limitation, the implications of these studies are unavoidable. Even in HIV-1 protease where the crystallographic evidence strongly supports a common structure for the protease when interacting with inhibitors, each inhibitor and each mutant protein has a distinct set of interactions that change the distribution of solution conformers and, thus, impacts the entropy of binding.
Implications for other studies
These results help rationalize the study by Tang and Marshall where PLS predictive models of entropy and enthalpy were derived independently from complexes with ITC thermodynamic data and high-resolution structures of the complex [17] . The predictive ability of the two models was quite unreliable for either entropy or enthalpy, but quite predictable for binding energy when the two models were combined. The implication is that the parameters for the models were derived from static crystal structures of the complexes without consideration of multiple conformers of the proteins.
The work of the Martin group that challenged the utility of preorganization [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] also bears review in the face of the studies on HIV-1 protease. To quote from a review [18] , ''Preorganized ligands may bind to proteins with higher affinities than their flexible counterparts. However, we are aware of no convincing experimental evidence that this process must be entropically favored as is widely purported. Indeed, we have shown that the entropies of binding of preorganized ligands may be disfavored relative to their flexible controls even though the constrained ligands may bind with more favorable free energies.'' Again, the assumption was made that the similarity in the crystal structures of the preorganized ligands versus the controls indicated no changes in the binding entropy of the protein. This assumption, reasonable at the time, must be questioned in the face of the strong thermodynamic argument that the correct preorganization of the ligand should result in tighter binding to its receptor as well as the data on HIV-1 protease presented above.
While this possibility has not been considered, the Martin group has been diligent is seeking to understand their observations. In a recent comprehensive study combining NMR and MD simulations [24] , they concluded, ''Small, almost ''invisible'' changes in the bound state geometry appear to impact the binding energetics… We find no evidence in this study that the compensating contributions in the measured enthalpy-entropy components arise from the same physical basis, and thus enthalpyentropy compensation is not an intrinsic property of preorganization. That is, the reduced mobility from preorganization of the ligand leads to a more favorable binding entropy, but this reduced ligand mobility does not appear to be the origin of the less favorable binding enthalpy through an effect of the restraint on the conformational dynamics.'' Without determining the impact of the different ligands on the conformational ensemble of the protein as was done with HIV protease, this is a reasonable conclusion. Fig. 4 Location of mutations leading to drug resistance in two protease constructs examined by DEER EPR [2] Conclusions It is difficult to ignore the obvious. When we limit the physical bases of molecular recognition to those we can conveniently incorporate into structure-based design, then we can expect to have limited success only when our limiting assumptions are consistent with the system under study. Unfortunately, biology does not occur at zero degrees Kelvin where we can ignore entropy. With the ever-increasing evidence for disorder in protein structures that modulates functionality [25] and their role in human disease [26] , one should anticipate a continuum of examples of changes in protein entropy upon ligand binding. Unfortunately, such changes in the entropy of the protein target on binding of ligands cannot be ignored as we try to predict binding affinities. It is only one of several sins of omission that we commit in structure-based drug design. The remaining problems of monopole electrostatics and inadequate sampling will have to wait another diatribe.
